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 GOOD
Endanger yourself to heal or care for another.

 CHAOTIC
Endanger yourself in order to demonstrate the power of the gods.

 EVIL
Harm innocents in order to demonstrate the power of the gods

 HUMAN
When you Defy Danger from something related to your 
religious expertise, you take +1.

 GUHYAKI
When you use your Divine Ward on someone else, you also take 
+1 armor forward

Fill in the names of your companions in at least one:

____________ has offended the gods.  I do not trust them

I trust ____________ completely, as do the gods.

____________ must come to accept the power of the gods and
dedicate their life to them.  I shall not rest until they do.

____________ is in constant danger.  I must watch over them 
and protect them,

Invocation 
When you call out for a god's aid in time of need, choose a blessing and roll +WIS.  On 
a 10+, a god will intervene on your behalf – the GM will tell you how.  On a 7-9 the god 
will grant you a blessing but also give you a requirement.  Choose 1 of each.
Blessing
 Your invocation manipulates the realm of your religious 
 Your invocation commands something your deity represents
 Your invocation bolsters your allies
 Your invocation harms your enemies
Requirement
 Your invocation is obvious and immediate, drawing attention to you
 Your invocation is subtle and takes awhile to manifest
 The god demands something of you in return.  The GM will tell you what.
 The divine experience leaves you giddy (or dizzy).  Take -1 to Invoke until you have 

time and safety to clear your head.

Divine Ward
When you call upon a god for protection for yourself or an ally, roll +WIS.  On a 10+ 
grant two of the following to the subject of your prayers.  On a 7-9 grant one, and your 
prayer draws unwanted attention.
 Heal 1d8 damage
 Take +2 armor forward
 Take +1 Defy Danger forward
 An approaching enemy is driven back

Divine Guidance
When you spend time petitioning the gods about some aspect of your faith, roll +WIS. 
On a hit, you are granted some useful knowledge or boon related to your area of religious 
expertise.  On a 7-9 something will be required of you for this knowledge.

 

Race/Background

Human Names (male):  Ovi, Aked, Abir, Sujan, Parvaz, Tanvir, Masud, Ashik, Kamir
Human Names (female):  Moddhu, Jomo, Shuli, Nisita, Hasina, Nahar, Sajin, Kanta
Guhyaki Names (male):  Rash, Ghopal, Hemal, Jai, Jas, Narax, Dorji, Kencho, Kini
Guhyaki Names (female):  Any male name with “Tai” prefix, Khawae, Sabitri, Chuke

6#

Alignment/Drive

Eyes:  kind, sharp, sad, flinty, wide, friendly, unfocused
Hair:  tangled, perfumed, long, tidy, bald, turban
Hero Mark:  colored skin, aura, halo, scent
Body:  knobby, well-fed, thin, thick, muscular, average, scarred



Your load is 5+STR.  You start with dungeon rations (rations, 5 uses, 1 weight)
priest's robes (0 weight), and a portable shrine (1 weight).  
Choose your weapon:
 Maduvu (deer horns) (hand, +1 armor, 0 weight)
 Gada (mace) (Close, 1 weight)
 Parashu (battle axe) (close, +1 damage, 2 weight)
 Trishula (trident) (reach, +1 damage, 2-hnd, 2 weight)

Choose two:
 Adventuring gear (5 uses, 1 weight)
 Healing potion (0 weight)
 Leather armor (1 armor, 1 weight)
 Bag of books (5 uses, 2 weight) and bandages (3 uses, slow, 0 weight)

When you gain a level from 2-5, choose from these moves.

 DEITY'S INSIGHT
When you take a moment to consult the gods, you can spout lore using 
+WIS instead of +INT

 DEVOTED HEALER
When you heal someone else of damage, add your level to the amount of 
damage healed.  You may choose to take 1d6 damage (ignores armor) to 
remove one debility from someone you are healing.

 DIVINE ARMOR
When you wear no armor or shield, you have two armor.

 FIRST AID
You ignore the slow tag on bandages and poultices & herbs.  When you are 
attacked while you are healing someone you take +1 armor against that 
attack.

 GREATER WARDING
When you use Divine Ward take one additional option, even on a 6-.

 MULTICLASS DABBLER
Take one non-multiclass move from another playbook.  Treat yourself as one
level lower for purposes of the move you may choose.

 MIRACLE WORKER
Gain one move from the Mage class list.  If you choose Cast a Spell, the 
spell focus you choose must be related to your religious knowledge.

 ORISON FOR GUIDANCE
When you seek to fulfill the demands of the gods and pray for guidance, 
a deity tells you what it would have you do.  If you do it, mark experience.

 PENITENT
When you take damage and embrace the pain, you may take +1d4 damage
(ignoring armor) and take +1 Forward.

 SERENITY
When you calmly walk through a dangerous situation, take +1 to Defy 
Danger.

 THE SCALES OF LIFE AND DEATH
When someone takes their last breath in your presence, you may choose to 
give them a +1 or -1 to their roll.

When you gain a level from 6-10, choose from these moves or the level 2-
5 moves.

 ANATHEMA
When you strike down an enemy of the gods, roll +WIS.  On a 10+ the 
enemy is disintegrated and can never be revived, on a 7-9 the enemy is 
destroyed, but choose 1.

• The wrath of the gods is not yet over.  It causes massive collateral 
damage

• The gods draw upon your strength.  Take a debilitation in Strength.
If you already have one, you cannot take this option.

• Take a -1 ongoing to Invocation until you have time and safety to 
refocus yourself.

On a miss, the gods cannot destroy this enemy.  The GM will tell you why.

 APOTHEOSIS
The next time you take time to pray to the gods after taking this move, 
choose one godly physical feature (rending claws, wings made of sapphires, 
etc.).  When you emerge from prayer you permanently have this feature.

 DIVINE ARMOR
(Replaces:  Divine Protection)
When you wear no armor or shield, you have 3 armor.

 GAZE NOT UPON THE GODS
When you use invocation and get a result of 12+ the power of the gods 
becomes manifest for all to see.  Allies take a +1 forward, and NPC foes 
cower in awe/fear/ecstasy as appropriate.

 INVIGORATE
When you heal someone they take +2 forward against the cause of their 
damage

 MARTYR
(Replaces:  penitent)
When you take damage and embrace the pain, you may take +1d4 damage
(ignore armor).  If you do take +1 ongoing until you roll a 12+

 MULTICLASS STUDENT
Take one non-multiclass move from another playbook.  Treat yourself as one
level lower for purposes of the move you may choose.

 PRAYER OF UNITY
You no longer need to specify who you protect with Divine Ward.  When 
you protect a group with Divine Ward, the chosen effect(s) apply to 
everyone in the group.

 PROVIDENCE
Add the following option to the divine ward list

• An enemy move fails due to a moment of divine providence 
related to your area of religious expertise

 REAPER
When you take the time after a conflict to dedicate your victory to the 
gods and deal with the dead, take +1 forward.

 



CLASS NAME SPELLS

While you know that there are many, many gods, your study has offered you a unique understanding of only a few.  These are wrapped up into major god 
“concepts” which are, for convenience, considered like gods in their own right.  There are lots and lots of them, but here we will concern ourselves with only 
the most common.

Name Represents Controls Enemies Demands
Brahma Creation Time Flowers
Vishnu Sustaining Beauty, strength, 
Shiva Destruction
Saraswati Knowledge
Lakshmi Prosperity
Durga Family
Satyanarayana Protection
Rama Man 
Krishna Destruction of evil
Kartikeya Perfection
Ganesha Remove obstacles
Hanuman Courage
Gauri Purity

Religious Expertise


